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1. Model Architecture
The detailed neural network structure of our predictor and decoder model is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

1.1. Prediction network
Figure 1 shows our predictor model architecture in the proposed video compression codec. The kernel size of all
convolutional layers in ResBlocks and ConvLSTM layers is 3 × 3. The first ResBlock has 64 filters in its convolutional layers,
other ResBlocks have 128 filters in their convolutional layers. We adopt the ConvLSTM layer used in [6].

Figure 1: Prediction network structure.

1.2. Decoder network
Figure 2 shows the decoder network to generate video frames from latent vectors. The kernel size of transpose convolutional
layers in the TransConv+ReLU block and those in all ResBlocks except for the last two is 3 × 3. The last two ResBlocks have
5 × 5 kernels. The transpose convolutional layer of the last two ResBlock has 64 and 3 filters respectively. The number of
filters is 128 in the transpose convolutional layers elsewhere.

Figure 2: Decoder network structure.

2. AVC/H.264 and HEVC/H.265 configurations
Following the prior work [5], we use ffmpeg to produce baseline results for AVC/H.264 and HEVC/H.265 codecs. Videos
for PSNR/SSIM measurements are encoded by ffmpeg very-fast mode with a GOP of 10/12 for the VTL/UVG dataset. For
qualitative comparisons, we encode the videos by ffmpeg fast mode to produce baseline videos with similar bit rate as ours.
Applied ffmpeg settings are listed as follows:
AVC/H.264:
ffmpeg -y -pix_fmt yuv420p -s [HxW] -r [Frame Rate] -i [Target File].yuv
-vframes [Nframes] -c:v libx264 -preset [Mode] -tune zerolatency -crf [CRF]
-g [GOP] -bf 2 -b_strategy 0 -sc_threshold 0 -loglevel debug
[Dest File].mkv
hevc/H.265:
ffmpeg -pix_fmt yuv420p -s [HxW] -r [Frame Rate] -i [Target File].yuv
-vframes [Nframes] -c:v libx265 -preset [Mode] -tune zerolatency -crf [CRF]
-g [GOP] [Dest File].mkv

3. Subjective frame quality study
In this section, we show qualitative comparison between results of the proposed method and HEVC/H.265 with frames in
the UVG and VTL datasets. Our method outperforms HEVC/H.265 on both datasets with better handled details, less artifacts,
and superior color quality in real world video sequence. All figures are presented with their original resolution. Note that the
quality difference for samples from the UVG dataset can be better viewed by zooming-in the PDF.

Figure 3: Subjective comparison on example frames from the VTL dataset.

Figure 4: Subjective comparisons on a frame from the UVG dataset. Compared to the HEVC/H.265 coded frame, out method
has better quality on details (see the content nearby the white barriers). Out method also retains the boundaries between objects
better (see the rider’s helmet and costume).

Figure 5: Subjective comparisons on an example frame from the UVG dataset. Regarding color fidelity, our approach maintains
the original tones while HEVC/H.265 shows a slightly faded tone with less refined contents (see the waves and the passenger’s
face).

Figure 6: Subjective comparisons on an example frame from the UVG dataset. Our method provides sharper details compared
to HEVC/H.265 (see regions around the horse’s eye and the edges of the saddle pad).

4. Aggregated rate-distortion curves
The size of the rate-distortion curves provided in the manuscript was constrained by the available space. Here we provide
identical but larger rate-distortion curves for enhanced readability to compare our work with [7, 5, 2, 3, 4, 1, 8].
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